
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Regulatory and Anti-Piracy Committee Meeting Summary 
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1. Upcoming AVIA Events 
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In light of the COVID-19 outbreak, AVIA postponed dates for some events in 2020. Below are the dates and 
locations for upcoming AVIA events for the rest of the year: 
 

- 29-30 June: OTT Summit, Singapore 
- 26 August: Thailand in View, Bangkok 
- 10 September: Taiwan in View, Taipei 
- 28 September: Satellite Industry Forum, Singapore 
- 6 October: The Future of Video India, Mumbai 
- 9-11 November: Asia Video Summit, Singapore 
- December: India Video 360, Location TBC 

 
2. CAP Update 

 
Indonesia 
Neil Gane (AVIA) explained the focus in Indonesia was to enhance an institutionalised site blocking mechanism 
as well as enforcement. The Indonesian piracy landscape is very syndicated with only a few syndicates holding a 
monopoly. In Indonesia, CAP formed the Video Coalition of Indonesia (VCI) which consist of major players in the 
country. The coalition’s aims are to achieve strategic “rolling” site blocking and engaging the government. 
 
The primary business models of these piracy websites are online gambling, where it is a source of monetisation. 
Kominfo agreed to accept referrals from the VCI on the basis of gambling advertisements on piracy websites. 
Since the site blocking started in August, over 1,800 sites have been blocked. Aaron Herps (AVIA) explained that 
the impact of blocking sites was measured using Alexa rankings by looking at the number of unique visitors to 
the top 10,000 websites visited. From August 2019 to February 2020, the percentage of page reach dropped by 
75% across all Indonesian piracy websites. Moreover, the percentage of Indonesian users accessing pirate sites 
dropped from 9.25% to 2.35% over the same period. CAP is currently building a portal to show live data and 
change in usage over time, starting with the Indonesian market and expanding to others as efforts increase in 
those markets. 
 
Neil explained that application domains were also being blocked, such as the IndoXXI (Lite) App which is used by 
35% of Indonesians. CAP was able to block 8-10 reiterations of the app; every time a version of the app was 
blocked, IndoXXI posted a new alternative link to access the app a few days later. IndoXXI eventually released IP 
addresses to direct users to the site but more work needs to be done to block these addresses. The syndicate 
also used Google Drive to host their content, under fraudulent educational institutional accounts. However, 
Google was able to terminate those accounts through referrals by CAP. The work done by CAP gained 
tremendous media interest on the value of original content in Indonesia and how it needs to be protected 
against the current syndicated nature, ultimately causing the IndoXXI syndicate to close on 1 January 2020 after 
a referral up to the President of Indonesia. Despite these efforts, there are doubts whether IndoXXI has 
permanently shut down due to its profitability. There have already been a few copycat IndoXXI websites that 
were not as sophisticated as the original syndicate. 
 
Concerning next steps, the site blocking aims to contribute to the overall goal of law enforcement by the 
government. Moreover, a closed-door industry roundtable is also being scheduled, with top Indonesian 
producers and ministers present. Key findings from a report by Media Partners Asia will be released at the 
event, showing the effects of piracy on Indonesia’s TV and theatrical sectors. The roundtable hopes to 
strengthen law enforcement, create an effective site blocking regime and a government-branded awareness 
campaign. Neil will distribute the report to CAP members once it is released at a VCI event. 
 
Adrian Cannon (BeIN) asked if the government was also blocking IP addresses as well as domains, and whether 
or not the current legislation allows live blocking. Neil responded that while only domains are being blocked 
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within about 48 hours, CAP is working on IP blocking through discussions with Kominfo. The current legislation 
does not permit live blocking. 
 
Malaysia 
Malaysia’s fast track process in site blocking is being held to a gold standard, which is efficient and sends 
blocking orders within 48 hours. However, given the current political situation in Malaysia, the process has 
slowed down for the time being. Momentum for site blocking is being seen in Malaysia; in December, Neil and 
Aaron undertook forensic training with the Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs (MDTCA) 
enforcement department, who confirmed they would accept application domain blocking requests and 
discussed IP blocking as well. An article by CAP was also published in the Malaysian Communication and 
Multimedia Commission’s (MCMC) bi-annual magazine, which discussed solutions to online piracy.  
 
Thailand 
A site blocking mechanism was put in place by the Ministry of Digital Economy and Society in Thailand but it was 
ineffective and ISPs were non-compliant for a number of reasons, such as their inability to block URLs with 
HTTPs, which prevented them from completing a blocking order. Over the past few weeks, CAP has been 
working with True Visions to create a comprehensive document on site blocking, highlighting current problems 
and discussing possible solutions to improve and enhance Thailand’s site blocking processes. Eventually, True 
Visions aims to meet with the Minister of Digital Economy to gain momentum for change in Thailand.  
 
Philippines 
CAP formed the Video Coalition of the Philippines (VCOP) with major players and held several meetings to 
discuss next steps in the market, specifically creating a closer alignment with the Optical Media Board (OMB) 
and methods to put forward a regulatory site blocking mechanism. 
 
To date there has been no progress on introducing legislative amendments about site blocking, However, the 
National Committee of Intellectual Property Rights (NCIPR), composed of critical agencies, are currently looking 
into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to create a protocol for online sales of counterfeit 
pharmaceuticals, which would include blocking of sites selling pharmaceuticals in the Philippines. If this concept 
initiative is successful, the IP Office will begin to look at a similar protocol for administrative site blocking. It 
would not require a legislative change if the MoU was agreed within the NCIPR. Once the pharmaceutical 
protocol is successfully operating, the VCOP will be allowed to speak to the NCIPR about online piracy and a 
regulatory site blocking mechanism as the next protocol initiative. 
 
Singapore 
Regarding the ongoing judicial site blocking, Form As were sent out last week and Form Bs will be sent out to 
ISPs next week. It is hoped that the application will be submitted to the court by the end of March and will have 
an application for Flagrantly Infringing Online Locations (FIOL), which are a mixture between streaming sites and 
application domains, submitted to the high court in Singapore for blocking by April.  
 
3. Taiwan: OTT White Paper 

 
The National Communications Commission (NCC) released a white paper regarding the broadcasting industries 
as well as related matters such as privacy and content on OTT websites. HBO Asia has kindly offered to share an 
English translation of the paper. If you are interested in reading the paper, please email John Medeiros 
(john@avia.org) 
 
Going forward AVIA will hold a meeting for interested members to discuss next steps, whether via a written 
response like an AVIA submission or response, or through other means of communications. At present AVIA’s 
Policy team are unable to travel to Taiwan due to COVID-19 restrictions but possible meetings with the NCC can 
be considered once the travel ban is lifted. This is an opportune moment for companies considering a self-
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regulation initiative in Taiwan to group and discuss next steps. Please email John (john@avia.org) if you would 
like to participate in the meeting. 

 
4. Indonesia Regulatory Outreach 

 
In 2020, AVIA has decided to conduct an outreach program to various Indonesian government agencies and 
ministries regulating TV broadcasting. It was agreed at a previous meeting that it would be useful to send a 
doorknock delegation to Indonesia and link the outreach program with the government industry roundtable 
focused on piracy issues, including officials from the Indonesian government, AVIA executives and member 
company delegates. However, due to COVID-19 outbreak it is uncertain when the doorknock will be held. John 
asked the committee whether it would be useful to hold the doorknocks separately from the roundtable.  
 
Shanta Arul (Netflix) noted that as Indonesia was dealing with its first Covid-19 cases, things were up in the air 
and it would be wise to wait a couple of weeks on the outreach program. She also asked whether the decision to 
cancel the piracy roundtable was executed by AVIA or by government stakeholders. Louis Boswell (AVIA) replied 
that the rescheduling of the roundtable was due to the availability of Ministers. Jared Dougherty (WarnerMedia) 
advised that AT&T was currently under travel restrictions in the region and suggested telepresence in the 
outreach meetings. John responded that based on past experience, senior officials were unlikely to participate in 
a telepresence-type conversation. 

 
5. Thailand: Privacy Act 

 
The restrictions on Thailand’s Privacy Act, which transposes provisions of the EU’s General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) into Thai law, will come into effect in late May. If you are interested in learning more about 
this, Baker McKenzie has offered to hold a webinar with expertise from Thailand and Singapore for AVIA 
members on the upcoming Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) and what media companies would need to do 
as it is implemented. If there is interest in the webinar, please let John (john@avia.org) know. Jared 
(WarnerMedia) noted that since privacy rules were proliferating across Vietnam, Indonesia and Philippines, 
having a general discussion would be useful. John noted that it could be suggested to Baker McKenzie to also 
provide an overview of implications in other markets.  
 
6. AVIA Regulatory Survey 

 
AVIA’s regulatory survey for rules and regulations of OCC and Pay TV services in Asia is being surveyed this year. 
Every couple of years, the survey is developed and published in the form of a wall chart or in other forms, such 
as a booklet on OCC regulation which was compiled during the last survey in 2017.  
 
AVIA is now launching the survey again, with new additional markets to be surveyed. The Association recognises 
that the UK has left the EU and because the EU has a different set of policies in the audiovisual directive, it is 
worth examining both the UK and the EU on their own as a benchmark. Moreover, if a knowledge partner is 
available, Pakistan will also be added to the survey due to its expansion in broadcasting regulations to OCC 
services. AVIA is still in need of knowledge partners, consisting of law firms and government relations 
consultancies, to cover New Zealand and the EU who may be interested in cooperating with the Association, 
please email Clare Bloomfield (clare@avia.org) so we can reach out to them. 

 
7. AOB 
The next committee meeting will be held in May or June. 
 
Ingrid Wong, AVIA’s Regulatory Assistant, will be leaving AVIA in early May and will be replaced with a successor. 


